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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

half of this century.
This requires a rapid decarbonisation of the global power sector, and especially of coal generation,
of electricity generation.

a major contributor to climate change.

should be the primary focus for Japan.

1 COAL EMISSIONS IN LINE WITH THE PARIS AGREEMENT
To identify an emissions budget for coal power plants in Japan, the Paris Agreement temperature goal
needs to be translated into emissions pathways for sectors that are consistent with this agreement at

An important and useful source for this date are Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) scenarios,
climate target, while minimising global costs.

plants, globally, and for Japan.
The cost-optimal emissions pathway shows that coal power plant emissions need to decrease steeply

2 COAL EMISSIONS IN JAPAN - EMISSIONS FROM THE CURRENT AND PLANNED CAPACITY
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Under business as usual, there is a huge gap between the current and planned emissions from coal
budget would be exceeded about three times if all the planned power plants were to be built.

technical lifetime. The age distribution of Japanese coal capacity shows that coal would continue to be

In order to achieve the Paris Agreement’s long-term temperature goal, Japan will need to
implement early retirement of currently-operating power plants and/or dramatically reduce
committed emissions and cost-optimal pathways consistent with the Paris Agreement,
regardless of the assumptions made.

3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS RESULTS TO BUSINESSES AND TO COAL REGULATIONS IN
JAPAN POLICYMAKERS
Japan needs to start discussions on a coal phase-out policy now.

is required under the Paris Agreement.

Agreement compatible cost-optimal strategy but also with its own nationally determined targets
for electricity generation as well as emissions reductions.

renewal.

to assess the costs associated with phasing out coal and compare them with the associated
dependency.
NEW COAL CAPACITY INVESTORS
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In addition to decreasing energy demand, the biggest challenge new thermal capacity will face is the
drastic cost decline of renewables and storage technology. BNEF estimates that for Japan a new utility

ENERGY USERS

coal power generation.
>

>

The establishment of Renewable Energy Users Network (RE-Users) is a clear signal from the

4 COAL PHASE-OUT POLICIES
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Market-based policy instruments such as carbon pricing are one option for discouraging coal
policies.

renewable power generation - the result of both policy and market forces - that has resulted in a
dramatic reduction of costs of renewable energy and storage technologies.
International experience shows that managing the impact on workers, coal owners, industry and
the success and political acceptability of coal phase-out policies and instruments.

compared to the cost of phasing out coal, which has historically resulted in the implementation of

CONCLUSION
The Paris Agreement sets a clear, science based pathway to decarbonisation globally. For Japan, in
common with most countries, the consequences includes rapid decarbonisation of the power sector,

Additional coal plants are completely inconsistent with the Paris Agreement and the discussion

transition.

climate and energy policy.
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